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Who doesn’t love a great story of good versus evil?
I think we all do, right? Whether it is a caped crusader flying around the world bringing
justice to those who seem forgotten or an ordinary individual like you and me using their
life to make a difference. We all like to know that there is someone in our corner to stand up
for us when we can’t do it ourselves.
In Andy Siegel’s literary debut SUZY’S CASE we find that hero in Tug Wyler. he’s an
attorney that is not only known for getting results but making his mark as well. He’s good,
and he knows he’s good. That is part of what drives him, and it keeps him going forward
professionally---even at the risk of losing what he loves personally.
Tug is our kind of guy, but when he is introduced to June Williams and her daughter Suzy
he knows that he’s got his work cut out for him. What follows is not just a case of protecting
the defenseless. It’s about going for justice when even justice would not be enough to right a
wrong.
Told in the first person, Siegel allows us to not only feel the conflict that plagues Tug but
the emotion that is sure to resonate with readers of all genres. Don’t think of this as another
legal thriller, though it can be that. SUZY’S CASE is a story of us as human beings and what
we are willing to live with or condone. It is also the story of a man (Tug) and how his view
of “winning” evolves as his emotions take the stand.
Riveting and entertaining from beginning to end, Andy Siegel makes his strong literary
debut with SUZY’S CASE.
-Cyrus Webb

